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Abstract
The communication networks of today can greatly benefit from autonomous
operation and adaptation, not only due to the implicit cost savings, but also
because autonomy will enable functionalities that are infeasible today. Across
industry, academia and standardisation bodies there has been an increased
interest in achieving the autonomous goal, but a path on how to attain this
goal is still unclear.
In this paper we present our vision for the future of autonomous networking. We introduce the concepts and technological means to achieve
autonomy and propose an architecture which emerges directly through the
application of these concepts, highlighting opportunities and challenges for
standardisation. We argue that only a holistic architecture based on hierarchies of hybrid learning, functional composition, and online experimental
evaluation is expressive and capable enough to realise true autonomy within
communication networks.
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1 Introduction
The importance and impact of networking and communication systems on
our everyday lives is enormous. Almost every minute of our waking day is
somehow influenced (or controlled) by our phones and smart devices [1].
This influence is expected to grow dramatically in the near future due to the
proliferation of automotive [2], wearable [3], and other emerging IoT-related
applications [4] which are set to permeate every aspect of our existence. This
substantial transformation of human society relies on ever-more advanced
communication networks to enable the near-instant transportation of massive
amounts of data from the billions of connected devices [5–7].
One of the most challenging research directions in communications networks is to build autonomous networks, i.e., networks that can run with little
or no human involvement. This paradigm, which triggered much interest from
academia, industry and standardization bodies, will allow networks to better
operate in today’s dynamic environment including, but not limited to, the
abilities to self-operate, self-heal, and self-optimise [8].
The purpose of this paper is to present our own vision for the autonomous
network of the future, one based on evolutionary computing combined
with online trail-and-error experimentation to achieve guided emergent
behaviour. Here, guidance is provided by technologies, such as ontology,
reducing direct human involvement. By adopting this approach, we seek to
address the primary challenge of improving the networks’ ability to cope
with uncertainty, a strong limitation of current approaches to autonomous
networking that are predominantly use-case based.
Our approach operates at a higher level of abstraction compared to
traditional management and network orchestration (MANO) functionality
or individual use cases; we describe a system that is responsible for the
management and orchestration of the MANO itself or use cases, reducing (or
replacing) the role of human in these situations. We describe the principles
that guide our pursuit of a (semi) autonomous network in Section 2 as well
as an architecture based on these principles in Section 3. Throughout the
discussion, we highlight necessary standardisation activities that will require
industry-wide consensus.

2 Principles of Evolutionary Autonomy for Networks
An autonomous network cannot come into existence in a deus-exmachina approach, but instead will have to gradually evolve from existing
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technologies. Having motivated why autonomous networks are necessary, we
now introduce how academic research will enable fully autonomous networks
in the future, and partially today.
2.1 Guiding Principles of an Autonomous Network
Autonomous networks are not a new idea of the telecommunications industry.
The topic has been investigated in networking research for decades, led
to several independent large research initiatives [8–11], and includes fields
far beyond networking, such as Cybernetics [12]. Clark et.al’s knowledge
plane for the Internet [13] is a seminal work in the field which defines the
concepts of edge involvement, global perspective, compositional structure,
unified approach, and cognitive framework.
Based on these concepts, existing efforts, research, and our previous
work [14, 15], we derive the following five principles we deem necessary
for achieving true autonomy:
1. Holistic approach: Autonomous networks require comprehensive
access to information about the network (within the domain it operates
in). We extend this requirement to encompass access to all network
functionality, based on a decentralized network architecture, that could
benefit from autonomous control (e.g. network components), as well as
all control, optimization, and adaption functionality deployed therein.
2. Abstraction and Genericity: Autonomous networks require the network and all control loops that co-ordinate its operation to be abstracted
by interfaces or composed of functional building blocks. We extend this
to encompass the interaction between different modules (Section 3.4.1)
in the network.
3. Hybrid Intelligent System: Autonomous networks require the ability
to make informed decisions. As these decisions become more complicated – such as those performed by highly-skilled engineers – cognition
becomes a pre-requisite. To take steps towards achieving this cognition,
a combination of symbolic (structured knowledge and relationships) and
connectionist (artificial neural networks) [16] approaches will be used,
as opposed to any single technology alone.
4. Functional composition: Autonomous networks require a selfreflective design and the ability to adapt and improve their performance
based on previous network operation and behaviour. Functional composition – the online construction of network components based on
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available building blocks – enables a system to be more adaptive to new
situations and to more easily integrate new technology.
5. Experimental Evaluation: Autonomous networks require online experimentation to evaluate the potential of new solutions or configurations
in the operational environment, as modern communication networks are
too complex for theoretical or simulation-based reasoning [17].
Based on the above, the need for standardisation is easily identified:
standardised data models to facilitate holistic (i.e., domain agnostic) information sharing, clear specification and description languages to facilitate
interaction among functional building blocks, shared ontologies for use by
intelligent decision making, clear taxonomies of use cases to facilitate clear
functional decomposition, as well as descriptions of simulations and network
components to facilitate experimentation and canary testing. We thus believe
there is a need for consensus from the community to achieve interoperable
autonomous networks. A view shared by the recent formation of the ITU
pre-standardisation focus group on autonomous networks.1
In the remainder of this section, we introduce several technologies that
will enable us to realise these principles, along with a brief overview of how
we intend to utilise them in our framework design, detailed in Section 3.
2.2 The Role of Intent
Many efforts have devoted a great deal of attention to the specification and
handling of intent in guiding the purpose and operation of various aspects of
the network [18–21]. Here, intent is defined by the IETF [22] as an abstract
high-level policy used to operate the network:
at a level of abstraction that is much higher than that of
typical configuration parameters, for example, “optimise my
network for energy efficiency”.
The translation of such an abstract, high-level policy into a concrete lowlevel configuration, heuristic, or program that can be executed is not possible
without additional knowledge. For example, through a pre-configured mapping of high-level policies to low level actions an automated agent is told
what actions to take to optimize an objective.
1

https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/an/Pages/default.aspx
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Alternatively, optimisation techniques (such as reinforcement learning
and genetic algorithms) can be used to tackle the above. These techniques
usually depend on a fitness or reward function, which provides a measure of
the suitability of a proposed solution. In other words, these approaches judge
how well the intent is realized by a potential solution and use it to guide their
incremental search for a better solution.
Abstractly, these two approaches can be compared as top-down vs.
bottom-up. Given that an autonomous agent is expected to come up with
a solution on its own without being explicitly told the mapping necessary
to achieve its goal, we embrace a search-based bottom-up approach as it
naturally reflects the concept of adaptation by design.
In our system, intent is therefore expressed as a combination of utility
function and boundary conditions that constrain or guide the search process in achieving the overall policy. This approach enables dynamic and
‘autonomous’ optimisation of the employed heuristics to match the intent.
Sections 3.5 and 3.6 discuss how the above is realised in practise through
the composition of software modules into controllers, which are responsible
for some domain of operation in the network. Hardware composition is
currently beyond the scope of this work.
2.3 The Control Loop
All manifestations of autonomy closely resemble the feedback loop [12],
also known as the autonomic control loop [22, 23] (Figure 1) or MAPE-K

Figure 1

Autonomic control loop [23].
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loop [25]. The collect/sense stage gathers and aggregates sensor data or
other information from which the analyse stage derives an understanding
of the current system and environment state. Combining this state and the
predicted outcome of potential actions enables decisions of how to act in
the decide stage, which are then applied during the act stage. These stages
may execute independently, as in the OODA loop [26]. Given the complexity
of the envisioned autonomous network, a single control loop is likely to be
insufficient, hence we propose a hierarchy of control loops in Section 2.4.
2.4 The Control Hierarchy
Biological systems hierarchically control the actions of their subordinate
entities. For example, brain functions in the frontal cortex make higher level
decisions to run away from a threat but cannot implement them without the
help of the cerebellum, which translates “run towards the door” into actions to
be performed by the legs. The cerebellum in turn does not control the actions
performed to counteract sudden events which need immediate actions. The
latter is the domain of reflexes, which are hardcoded and able to respond
faster than the cerebellum or the even-slower frontal cortex ever could.
The rationale for this split is that higher-level functionality is more costly
and takes longer. Offloading these functions to less complex parts of the
brain increases reaction speed and frees more advanced areas to handle more
challenging tasks. The same challenges led the robotics field to adopt hierarchical layered architectures [27], as well as military and (some) corporate
structure to make long-term strategic decisions at a higher rank than tactical
or short-term ones.
Our vision for an autonomous network reflects this concept by providing
multiple control loops in a hierarchical structure. We intend to model the
process of how the cerebellum directs the actions of a leg, which can be
overridden when needed by a reflex, within our network: for example, a
higher-level controller assigns weights per data centre (DC), which are used
to distribute application instances among machines in that DC.
In our design, however, the hierarchy is not limited to optimizing
operations. The structure and composition of the underlying control loops
themselves can be modified and improved by higher-ranked control loops.
Furthermore, we do not employ a single, linear order of layers, but instead
use a directed graph. In our approach, several subordinate loops can be
controlled by one or multiple higher-ranking loops, responsible for different
optimization aspects as described in Section 3.3.
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2.5 Functional Composition
Modular designs that allow run time construction of functionality from functional building blocks have a long history in a large variety of computing
systems [28–30] or networks [31–33]. Of note are the larger ANA [34] and
4WARD [35] projects where the framework could control runtime rebinding
of communication channels between functional blocks [36].
By decomposing the logic currently being used in the management and
operation of the network to functional (Lego) building blocks, our approach
would seek to assemble and reassemble these blocks into closed loop controllers at runtime (see Section 3.5.1), reducing human involvement. In this
way, the interaction with the network becomes decoupled from the autonomy
that drives it, and the specific technologies used. Several existing standardised
approaches support the description of such building blocks [37–40].
2.6 Artificial Cognition
Research into artificial thinking and reasoning is spread across many different
areas of science and can be split into two distinct approaches: development
of systems that think rationally or that think like a human [41]. This has led
to cognitive architectures [42, 43].
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [41] are the main connectionist [44]
approach. Despite limited pattern classification and function approximation
capabilities [45], Fukushima’s Cognitron [46] inspired convolutional neural
networks and consequently the advent of Deep Learning [47]. Advances
in computational power and data have enabled huge performance increases
in several beat? application areas for ANNs, enabling Deep Reinforcement
Learning to best humans at board (go, chess) and video games [48].
However, despite impressive results in certain areas, a general approach
to new (never before seen) situations is still limited at best. Many researchers
now acknowledge the limitations of Deep Learning approaches and explore
potential solutions to advance the state of the art. For example, metalearning [49] explores how to overcome inductive bias in learning algorithms
through automatic optimization. Of particular interest to us is the idea of
using a hierarchy of learning systems, where each layer learns how to improve
the performance of the underlying layer through, for example, Genetic Programming [50]. This concept is applied recursively throughout the hierarchy,
from top to bottom.
Ultimately, artificial intelligence is still extremely far from matching the
cognitive abilities of a human being, and creating a human-like artificial
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intelligence can be considered the holy grail of AI research. With this in mind,
our framework is designed to be modular and decoupled to be as accepting as
possible for future AI technology.
Even partial autonomy will allow us to reduce costs as well as
increase the capabilities of the network and is therefore worth pursuing. We believe that the current state of AI research enables the creation of a semi-autonomous network through a combination of semantic/symbolic/connectionist/emergent approaches, as appropriate for the application context. In other words, no single AI/ML technology is sufficient to
address all concerns of an autonomous network, requiring a “right tool for
the right job” mentality: If context and logical relationships can reasonably
be provided by an engineer, such as the relationship between analogue signals
and temperate in a sensor, this can be leveraged by means of symbolic
reasoning. This is similar to the concept of an expert system. Whenever this
is infeasible, due to the amount of data, variation, or lack of knowledge about
relationships, such as how exactly an intrusion attempt would manifest itself
in the network, then we will focus on connectionist approaches – data-driven
learning.
2.7 Metaheuristic Optimisation
Many, if not most, optimization problems encountered in computer networks
can be expressed by means of a utility function. A utility function provides a
measure of optimality for a potential solution, state, or configuration setting.
For difficult (high-dimensional, non-convex) or unknown search spaces,
which cannot exhaustively be explored, common heuristics, such as hillclimbing [41] or simulated annealing [41], are not applicable. In such cases,
the introduction of randomicity both helps to traverse the potentially vast
search space of the network and also deals with uncertainty in cases where the
underlying relationships between actions and outcomes are either unknown or
difficult to reason about. Stochastic meta-heuristic approaches offer a flexible
way of finding a sufficiently good, but not necessarily optimal, solution.
Many examples of such approaches are based on, or inspired by, biological
processes: genetics [41], evolution [51], ant colony behaviour [52], or biased
random exploration [53].
As all these approaches – in the context of our approach described
in Section 3 – share common inputs (e.g., current state, (partial) history
information, utility, previous configurations) and outputs (e.g., new state
or sets of states to explore) modularization and use as building blocks for
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functional composition is straight-forward. By layering these approaches in
inter dependent control loops, meta-meta-heuristic optimization is possible
and is applied in our framework.
From a standardisation perspective, we consider several challenges:
designing an architecture with a common abstraction layer, specifying the
interface points with the underlying network, deciding on the state representation (and input/outputs) and in building appropriate protocols for inter-control
loop communication. Given the wide variety of network contexts in which
these control loops will operate, a one-size-fits-all approach is infeasible and
further exploration will be required to find the appropriate technology.
2.8 The Case for Experimental Online Evolution
In 1997 the Internet was already too complicated to feasibly simulate [17]
and the same claim can easily be extended to today’s massive telecommunication networks. Even if the system itself was not complex, environmental
interaction can easily make it so [54], especially considering that the traffic
carried on these networks is predominantly human-initiated and -controlled.
Sentient beings overcome similar problems through online experimentation and continuous learning [55]. Similar approaches have discovered
the best networking protocol to deploy in the network [56], the best radio
parameters [57], found the best bit-rate for wireless communication [58], or
reinvented modern technology [59].
The trade-off between exploration and exploitation, is a major issue for
online search heuristics [41]: exploiting only the current knowledge can maximize immediate payoffs but can also penalize the agent for failing to explore
even better options. The multi-armed bandit problem has been a particular
focus of study, which led to strategies such as ε-greedy, Bayesian approaches,
or approximate methods. In general, however, the best strategy is highly
dependent on the scenario and a general solution for the full reinforcement
learning case has yet to be found [60].
One additional caveat is the possibly exponential growth of the search
space that needs to be explored experimentally if optimization is to be
performed on multiple interdependent layers. The optimal strategy to this
problem again depends on the peculiarities of the problem set.
Our framework design employs online experimentation of potentially
better solutions for optimization problems (see Section 3.6). Note that the
experimentation process is also subject to online optimisation. The use of
online experimentation enables positive and negative evolutionary-driven
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exploration to be addressed while at the same time reducing the human in
the loop. The precise mechanism to drive this process is a topic of research.

3 A Framework For Evolutionary Autonomous Networks
Guided by the concepts and technologies above, we now present our vision
for a future autonomous management of a telecommunication network.
We describe how the key elements of our approach are embodied in our
framework. To provide a clear narrative, engineering-focused topics are
deferred.
3.1 Module: The Building Block of Functional Composition
The functional building block is a key element of our approach to autonomy and realized within our framework as a module, Figure 2.A module
consists of a software element and corresponding composition information.
As discussed above, in this work we focus on software operation. This
structure enables us to compose controllers (described in Section 3.2) out
of compatible modules using the process described in Section 3.5.
The software section represents the operational logic of a module and
consists of three parts: code, parameters, and API. Code represents the logical
operation of the module and is expressed as software. The scope, size, and
choice of software technology is defined by the designer and may be of
arbitrary size. Parameters are used to initialise and configure the operation
of the code, for example, how long to wait before a timeout. Finally, there is
a well-defined API which enables this code module to be interacted with.
The API is identified by a unique ID together with an arbitrary number of
optional tags to specify the module’s functionality. Examples include lossless
or lossy for an audio codec API. Importantly, the API ID combined with the
optional tags constitute a “contract” for composability and interoperability.

Figure 2 A module.
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Modules can depend on APIs provided by other modules, where the same
API can be provided by multiple different modules – in other words the
same interface with different implementation behind it. Equally, differently
parametrised instances of the same module can be utilised concurrently. In
this way, inter-module dependencies are implicitly inferred via the APIs (and
tags) used. We currently assume that software modules are user-defined: software generated modules can be accepted by our approach, but the generation
of such modules is left for later discussion. To help clarify the role of the
module, examples of potential modules may include, aggregation functions,
DNS configuration interfaces, gathering Kubernetes statistics, an entire deep
neural network (DNN) model, a single layer of a DNN model, etc. By
analogy, just as a Java object is a container of logic, activity, or hardware
interaction, so too is a module. This flexibility is intended so that:
• The burden of adopting future technologies is reduced
• Controllers (Section 3.2) can be created of arbitrary size and scope,
where this scope can be that of a network function, network control
function, or any other purpose, including the higher-level meta-evolution
and self-reflection discussed in Section 3.3.
From this perspective, the ‘code’ of a module is not as important as the
description of the module itself, as well as the interfaces and standardisation
of how such modules are composed and interact.
Given the above, modules can now be programmatically (or automatically) composed together to create controllers, discussed below.
3.2 Controller: An Instantiation of the Control Loop
The control loop (Figure 1) is manifested in our framework as a controller,
Figure 3. A controller is responsible for the control, operation, or optimisation
of some task or domain within our network. Like modules, the scope is userdefined.
The four control loop phases (sense, analyse, decide, act) are present
within a controller. Each controller phase operates on an independent time
scale from the others. For example, sense can be a continuous process,
whereas analyse is likely to operate only occasionally to interpret collected
data. Decisions are either periodic or triggered by changes in the environment, and actions are in response to decisions. Each controller phase is a
composition of modules and can be represented as a directed graph of nodes,
where each node is one module instance. The root of this graph is the sink:
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Figure 3

A generic controller architecture.

an abstract module which represents the required inputs of the next phase in
the control loop to ensure that all necessary data is present. The next phase
contains a corresponding source module, which provides access to the output
of the previous phase. A detailed description of what exactly is required
for each phase is provided by the controller specification (Section 3.4.3), in
conjunction with additional requirements derived from the modules present
within this next phase.
The vertices of this graph represent the dependencies between the
modules. As different module combinations are possible, and different modules possess different dependencies, arbitrarily complex graphs (and hence
controllers) are possible. It is the manipulation by means of creation, rearrangement, replacement, and configuration changes of module compositions that enables our framework to adapt to both new and evolving situations
(see Section 3.5).
N.B.: our framework currently requires a user to provide a metric to
measure the fitness of a controller by means of a utility function. Like
modules, we do not prohibit auto-generation of utility functions but defer
this to future work.
Finally, all controller phases share access to persistent knowledge through
a knowledge base. This is necessary to understand previous choices and their
consequences, changing system state, and to ease synchronisation across distinct update periods. The latter points being necessary to be able to checkpoint
and restart controllers in the face of inter-node migration and error. The
exact knowledge to be kept is dependent on the specific controller but can
be utilized by separate controllers of the same or different types if applicable.
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This related to the notion of holistic information, where data is used beyond
the domain for which it is collected. The knowledge store is an eventually
consistent distributed data store, which we will also discuss separately.
3.3 Controller Hierarchy: A Layered Approach to Control
Our approach uses flexible, runtime-defined hierarchies of controllers, which
consist of operation controllers (OC) and evolution controllers (EC).
OCs either directly control network elements or supervise other operation
controllers. Examples include heuristics for network load balancing, resource
distribution, job scheduling logic, or anomaly detection and mitigation
technologies.
ECs optimize and adapt the composition and configuration of other
controllers to achieve the best possible utility under the current operation
conditions. This is an exploratory task and is referred to as evolution (see
Section 3.5). ECs can be under the supervision of other (meta) ECs and thus
evolve themselves, as explained below.
Figure 4 separates controllers into conceptual layers by the roles they
perform. Practically, all controllers are arranged in a single hierarchy, where
all leaf nodes are OCs.
OCs may be controlled by distinct higher-level OCs which supervise and
direct the operation of subordinate OCs. For example, leaf OCs may optimise
some activity in data centres, but the bounds within which they operate may

Figure 4

Example controller hierarchy split by layer.
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be defined by a regional OC, above which a global OC may be deployed. OCs
cannot influence the controller graph or the evolution process.
Conversely, ECs decide when and how to evolve the controllers they
are responsible for. Unlike controller module compositions, each EC in
the hierarchy graph may define its own dependencies: each EC defines the
specification and number of controllers in the layer directly below itself,
either via specification (Section 3.4.3) or programmatically at runtime. Thus,
ECs may apply one or more independently evolved OCs locally, regionally, or
globally at their discretion, compare the results, and decide which approach
is most efficient, based on their utility function.
The OCs hierarchy enables the separation of local reactive decisions
from considered global decisions. For example, a single base station controller can quickly adjust its tilt based on the number and conditions of
connected devices, however, the global controller can get feedback from
many local controllers and provide more general policy decisions at a larger
temporal and geographical granularity. Thus, our framework offers the same
underlying concepts that centralized and distributed SON [61] provides,
such as the deployment of agents in each cell to co-ordinate and minimize
interference.
Whether separation into multiple OCs is sensible or not depends on the
use case and application environment. Hence, we allow ECs to decide their
sub-graphs as it enables them to autonomously try out different operational
separations of control and choose the right one for the current situation.
As well as OCs, ECs may control other ECs in a role we call a meta
evolution controller (MEC). Having a hierarchical ordering of ECs enables
us to apply different evolution approaches depending on the use-case and
operational environment. For example, the strategy for in-data centre resource
allocation may differ from the regional strategy (different time scale, explicit
allocation to machines vs weights per application group).
The mapping of MEC to EC follows a similar logic. As the ideal number
and role of ECs depends on the use case and application environment, it is
the prerogative of the MEC to decide (i.e., evolve) the composition of the
hierarchy below itself.
Figure 4 illustrates the potential of hierarchical control separation via two
use cases: traffic shaping and antenna tilt optimization. For traffic shaping,
a global OC decides the high-level weight allocations per location, and
two local OCs shape the traffic, obeying the global weights. These OCs
are independently evolved by their corresponding local or global EC. For
tilt, all three local OCs are evolved by one EC. All ECs are evolved by
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a corresponding MEC, which in turn are evolved by the master evolution
controller (Section 3.5.2) This is one potential configuration amongst many.
Initially, it is the engineers’ decision to decide whether an EC may try
out different hierarchies of OCs and/or ECs, or whether the hierarchy should
remain static and evolution should be limited to controller composition. The
correct degree of freedom given to the system is a topic of future work.
3.4 Description Language: Meta-Data for Symbolic Reasoning,
Controller Composition, and Use Case Specification
The description language steers the functional composition and derivation
of meaning (symbolic reasoning) from sensor data. It provides a normalisation layer that enables our system to programmatically understand and
reason about the modules and sensors provided. Additionally, it allows us to
specify constraints for controllers, controller hierarchy branches, and utility
functions, and thus to add new use case-specific controller (hierarchies).
3.4.1 Module description
Our framework composes controllers from modules by specifying module
capabilities (e.g., sensing, compression, aggregation, configuration), configurable parameters, and interfaces using a description language. Such
specification may be achieved in many ways [62–64]. Given space limitations, we defer description of our specific approach. Having each module
provide a standard description enables equivalent but different modules to be
interchanged programmatically.
Irrespective of the technology or description used, the standardisation
of the specification of modules and their capabilities is a clear necessity to
achieve interoperable autonomous networking.
3.4.2 Sensor description
There are two types of description for sensors. The first concerns the symbolic
description of the sensors (e.g., thermistor, packet probe, energy meter), as
well as the data types that they produce (e.g., degrees centigrade, packet loss,
joules). Our framework requires the developer to provide this information via
a specification. To assist, our framework will support a taxonomy of sensor
types and data. Existing work in sensor networks [65] and more recently
IoT [66] have made efforts to classify both sensor types and data by problem
domain to better exploit the right tool for the right job. Our framework
will do the same; just as modules are symbolically described, so too must
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sensors within the context of our taxonomy. By doing so (1) sensors from one
domain can be reused in another, (2) equivalent but different sensors can be
interchanged, (3) classification can guide the process of “good” module compositions within a controller, where sensor access is encapsulated by a module
(4) classification can help automate the process of sensor data aggregation
and later reuse of this aggregation between similar sensors classes.
The second description type concerns the inference of meaning from the
raw sensor data. In this case, the use of taxonomies combined with ontologies
will enable these relationships to be inferred [67].
3.4.3 Controller description
The constraints that guide which controllers are required to be present in the
framework for a particular use case are also specified by a description language. As explained in Section 3.2, the conceptual structure of the controller
is constant and always consists of the sense, analyse, decide, and act phases.
The connections between the phases are provided through the corresponding
source and sink modules of each stage. Figure 4 shows such constraints
as applied to a load balancing use case, in which one evolution controller
is responsible for the evolution of two distinct load balancing operation
controllers. Note that only the required outputs are specified explicitly. The
required inputs are derived directly from the requirements of a composition
that provides the needed outputs. These input requirements can also lead to
additional output requirements for preceding phases.
The utility metric used to evaluate all controllers under an evolution
controller can also be defined either in software (via a module provided
for this purpose) or directly within the controller specification by means
of a simple mathematical syntax. In accordance with the holistic approach
(see Section 2.1) we take, any available information can be used for the
utility estimation purpose, be it sensor data, module output provided by other
controllers, or statistics gathered directly from the network.
3.5 Composition & Online Evolution
One of the key strengths of our framework is the ability to adapt and
improve the operation of controlled network entities, but also to self-evolve.
Specifically, to adapt and improve its own functionality. This is achieved by
manipulation of controller module compositions and hierarchy topologies.
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Figure 5

Composition #2.

Figure 6

Composition #1.

Figure 7 Search domain.
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3.5.1 Controller evolution
As previously described, controllers are broken into four phases, where each
phase is a composition of modules.
The set of all potential valid compositions (of module instances and
parameter configurations) defines the search space for the evolution process.
The composition process is illustrated in Figures 5–7. These figures show a
number of modules, where the dotted lines represent all potential composable
configurations of their APIs – the search domain. The module names are
indicative of the logic contained within them, such as analysis, prediction,
classification, or utility function. The logic of a module is irrelevant to the
structural composition of the controller: only a module’s API is relevant at
this point (Section 3.1).
The search domain is represented by all possible paths from source to
sink. Figures 5–7 show possible valid configurations. The evolution process
can utilize any valid solutions within the search domain to instantiate a
controller. How to search is discussed in Section 3.5.3. Hierarchy Evolution.
ECs are allowed to define how the sub-graph of controllers below them is
composed at runtime.
The root controller is known as the master evolution controller. It is
instantiated first and notifies the framework regarding the composition of the
sub-graph below it, which is then instantiated recursively for each nested subgraph. When an EC decides to change the composition of the sub-graph it
manages, the above process is applied to that sub-graph alone.
The set of all potentially valid controller graphs (like the module graphs)
constitutes the search space to be traversed by the evolution process. Given
the large potential search space, iterative search is used. Specifically, we
instantiate a limited number of controllers, evaluate their performance, and
refine our search process based on the gained knowledge. Similarly, we
iteratively generate one controller hierarchy and let it operate unmodified
until an EC decides to change the sub-hierarchy. How to search is discussed
in Section 3.5.3.
3.5.2 Traversing the compositional search space
Composition of controllers and the controller hierarchy is an iterative process.
The search space that needs to be explored is complex and high-dimensional,
where the number of dimensions is not static. For controller composition,
every connection between module instances and configuration parameter constitutes one dimension. If a different module is chosen, the number and types
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of parameters and dependencies changes. Likewise, for controller hierarchies,
each EC can define the controllers of its own sub-graph and hence the number
of dimensions.
Building on our previous work of discovering optimal solutions in such
complex environments [15], we will enhance and apply the techniques developed to both controller composition and hierarchy evolution. The former case
is straight-forward, but the latter case, requires future research.
3.6 Online Experimentation
With the ability to evolve controllers programmatically, our framework can
now automatically generate new controllers. However, to understand their
utility or fitness as applied to some domain of control we require online
experimentation.
Within our framework, online trial-and-error experimentation is the
responsibility of the experimentation manager. As described previously, we
adopt a multi-layered approach to experimentation: First, new controllers
are sanity checked to detect logical mistakes, such as a controller using a
light sensor module where no such sensor exists, even though the module
is available. The use of taxonomies and ontologies (common sense) can be
used to assist in this. Next, candidate controllers are tested in simulation to
estimate their utility. While not perfect, simulation tools, such as ns-3 [68],
or Naos [69], can serve as indicators of potential success or failure. Finally,
network trials see the experimentation manager responsible for limiting the
(physical and temporal) scope of experiments, with gradual expansion based
on a particular controller’s measured (or estimated) utility.
Additionally, the experiment manager acts as coordinator for different
concurrent controller experimentations as requested by multiple ECs or
MECs. Intuitively, not all experiments can be run concurrently as conflicts and false utility may be observed due to experiments interfering. A
telecommunications network is a large interconnected system meaning that
interference is inevitable, however, the experiment manager seeks to limit
this ensuring that experiments are fair, meaningful, and representative of the
actual operation environment.
An experiment consists of the controller to test, its parameter configurations, utility functions, current experimental scope, and results. These
results are used to determine if the candidate controller should replace an
existing controller. Based on the provided information, potential conflicts in
experimentation can be inferred.
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4 Conclusion
In this paper we present our vision for reaching true autonomy in the communication networks of the future and propose an approach towards realizing
this goal. Our vision is based on several core principles and key technologies, which together outline the road towards an autonomous, self-evolving
architecture. This architecture will enable autonomy, will be flexible enough
to encompass arbitrary future technologies, and will be concise enough to be
deployable in actual networks. We believe that our focus on a holistic and
evolution-based approach, which can on its own adapt to, and optimize for,
any use case, is superior to both one-size-fits-all efforts and hand-crafted use
case-specific designs.
Our future work will consist of implementing this framework not only for
the purpose of experimentation, but for production deployment with the aim
of enriching the first fully-deployed virtualized telecommunication network.
As we learned through our efforts on autonomous network stack evolution,
we expect the road towards this goal to be full of rocks and pitfalls, but by
leveraging the experience we gained to overcome these issues, we aim to
achieve the world’s first truly autonomous network.
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